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Abstract.
We describe the influence of environmental noise on LIGO detectors in the
sixth science run (S6), from July 2009 to October 2010. We show results from
experimental investigations testing the coupling level and mechanisms for acoustic,
electromagnetic/magnetic and seismic noise to the instruments. We argument the
sensors’ importance for vetoes of false positive detections, report estimates of the
noise sources’ contributions to the detector background, and discuss the ways in
which environmental coupling should be reduced in the LIGO upgrade, Advanced
LIGO.

PACS numbers: 04.80.Nn, 95.55.Ym

1. Introduction
1.1. The Laser Interferometeric Gravitational-Wave Observatory
The Laser Interferometric Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) is a network of
ground based interferometric gravitational wave detectors that seeks to observe
gravitational wave (GW) signals from astrophysical sources such as binary
coalescence of neutron stars or black holes, supernova explosions, isolated spinning
neutron stars and stochastic waves [1]. In 2005-2007 the detectors acquired data
in the LIGO fifth science run (S5) with enough sensitivity to detect coalescence of
binary neutron star systems at an average distance of 15 MPc [2], an occurrence
that is expected to happen only once every 50 years [3]. The sixth science run (S6)
started in July 2009 and ended in October 2010, with a small number of upgrades
to test advanced LIGO technology, reaching a sensitivity of 20 Mpc. Two detectors
were operated, one in Hanford, WA (LHO, the LIGO Hanford Observatory) and one
in Livingston, LA (LLO, the LIGO Livingston Observatory). A typical GW strain
sensitivity of LHO and LLO in S6 is shown in Fig. 1 [4]. In October 2010, the LIGO
detectors involved in S6 were taken down to install Advanced LIGO detectors [5], a
major upgrade to LIGO which is expected to detect GW signals from binary neutron
star systems many times a year [3].
1.2. The Detectors
Each LIGO detector is a power-recycled Michelson interferometer with Fabry-Perot
cavities in the 4km long arms [1]. With the exception of the laser source and some
auxiliary beams for controlling the system, all hardware and laser beam paths are
enclosed in ultra-high vacuum with an average pressure 3 10−9 torr. The main
fused silica optics which serve as the test masses for gravitational wave detection,
are suspended by a single steel wire 0.36 mm in diameter attached to a suspension
frame on a passive, multi-layered seismic isolation stack. The position of each optic
is controlled with coil-magnet sensors/actuators.
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A GW will cause a signal on the detector manifested as a length difference
between the two 4km arm cavities and measured as laser intensity fluctuations
of the interference at the detector output, sometimes called the antisymmetric
port [6].
This signal is digitized into a channel called DARM, short for
”differential arm length”. This channel can be calibrated [7] as dimensionless
strain h(t) = 2 ∗ (Lx − Ly )/(Lx + Ly ), where h(t) is GW strain, Lx is the length of one
arm and Ly is the length of the other arm. Alternatively, it can be expressed as
displacement
= Lx√− Ly . The best sensitivity was achieved at 150 Hz is
√ in meters: ∆L
−19
−23
3x10 1/ Hz x4km ≈ 10 m/ Hz. A one-sided amplitude spectral density of this
channel calibrated in unitless strain from each detector in S6 is shown in Fig.1.
Advanced LIGO will operate similarly, but with a significant number of
upgrades. Also shown in Fig.1 is the predicted design spectrum for Advanced LIGO
at full power(at input ∼ 200W) with signal recycling. The estimated sensitivity to
binary neutron star and black hole coalescence population is significantly higher
for Advanced detectors due to the improved sensitivity below 100 Hz [3]. Further
improvements in sensitivity at higher frequencies due to lower thermal noise (due
to the replacement of the optics) and lower shot noise (due to increased laser power)
will give Advanced LIGO a thousand times the observable rate of initial LIGO.
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Figure 1. Amplitude spectral density (ASD) of the noise limit to sensitivity for both detectors
in S6 and design ASD for Advanced LIGO. The expected improvement in sensitivity for
Advanced LIGO come from better optic suspensions and seismic isolation at low frequency,
and from increased laser power and signal recycling (SR) methods at high frequency.

1.3. Environmental Effects
The LIGO detectors have been carefully isolated from external non-astrophysical
influences. Nevertheless, environmental disturbances can cause temporary or
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stationary contamination of the readout signal and reduce the sensitivity of the
detector.
For this reason, the LIGO instruments are equipped with dedicated sensors to
detect environmental noise such as seismic, acoustic, magnetic or radio frequency
electromagnetic disturbances. Typically these sensors are referenced to the DARM
signal by creating or simulating environmental excitations large enough to be
measured by both the environmental sensors and the DARM. The sensors provide
critical information for the search of potential astrophysical events as well as for
making the LIGO detectors less prone to environmental noise coupling.
Firstly, environmental sensors are used to validate astrophysical events by
vetoing false positive GW signals [8]. We must show that any candidate GW signal
is extremely unlikely to have been produced by some environmental disturbance
randomly coincident at both sites, or by a large scale effects affecting both detectors.
During S6 (and before), for unmodeled burst searches,random coincident event
triggers were frequent enough to be of concern.
Furthermore, we assess the level of the background environmental noise with
respect to contaminating the DARM signal, typically in narrow frequency bands.
Once the source and coupling mechanism is determined, we need to either remove
the noise sources (e.g. shut down loud fans), attenuate the signal that propagates
from the source to the coupling point on the detector (e.g. enclose the sensitive part
of the detector in an isolation enclosure), or reduce the coupling at the detector (e.g.
increase the size of the optics to avoid beam clipping). If we find a particularly high
coupling location, we then add further monitors or relocate existing ones in order to
ensure full validation of candidate astrophysical signals.
In this paper we describe the main environmental influences, their effect on the
detector and present a subset of studies representative of the efforts [9] to reduce
the environmental noise contribution to the detectors’ background. In Section 2 we
categorize the environmental influences by their coupling mechanisms into seismic,
acoustic, audio frequency magnetic and radio frequency electromagnetic effects. For
each class we discuss the possible sources, general mitigation approaches and the
influence on the detector. In Section 3 we show a set of studies performed in S6
characterizing each of these categories. In Section 4 we discuss the results of the
studies, how these methods will be used in the future and the implications for the
more sensitive Advanced LIGO detectors.
2. Characterizing the Detectors’ Physical Environment
The main categories of environmental influences on the detectors are seismic,
acoustic and magnetic/electromagnetic field disturbances. We use accelerometers
and seismometers to measure seismic motion, microphones to measure acoustic
noise, magnetometers to measure audio frequency magnetic fields, radio receivers
to track RF fields, temperature sensors to track temperature changes and voltage
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monitors to track the voltage of the electric power supplied to the site. Table 1 shows
the details of some of the sensor types used in the LIGO Physical Environmental
Monitoring (PEM) sub-system.

S6 PEM SENSOR LOCATIONS

4 km

4 km

Figure 2. The Physical Environmental Monitoring system layout at the LIGO Livingston
detector during S6. The setup for LIGO Hanford was very similar. Shaded regions indicate
the vacuum enclosure. Circles and rectangles indicate vacuum chambers where mirrors were
suspended. Optical tables were surrounded by acoustic enclosures but were not in vacuum.

Fig. 2 shows the PEM sensor number and locations in S6 at LLO (with a similar
setup at LHO). The reflection (REFL) table, the anti-symmetric (AS) table, the laser
table and the transmission (TRANS) tables are not in vacuum and contain important
feedback sensors for interferometer control.
LIGO is designed to not be dominated by environmental noise at frequencies
higher than approximately 50 Hz, the frequency band of interest for GW in initial
LIGO. Most control systems of the interferometer must operate at low frequencies
and can become unstable due to large environmental disturbances. If these
disturbances are too large, the interferometer will not be operational because optical
cavities cannot be kept on resonance due to limited dynamic range (i.e. the detector
is not ”locked”). The interferometer is a gravitational wave detector only in its linear
operating regime, i.e. when all optical cavities are stably locked near resonance for
long periods of time [1].
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Type

Sensor

Operating Frequency

Sampling Frequency

seismometer
accelerometer
microphone
magnetometer
radio station

Guralp R
Wilcoxon R 731-207
Brüel&Kjaer R 4130
Bartington R 03CES100
AOR R AR5000A

0.1-20 Hz
1-900 Hz
10-900 Hz
0-900 Hz
24.5 MHz

256 Hz
2048 Hz
2048 Hz
2048 Hz
2048 Hz

Table 1. Important PEM sensor types and the frequency ranges in which they are
used. The frequency range is a combination of sensor calibration range from the
manufacturer and the sampling rate at which they are recorded.

There are several ways in which environmental noise can couple into the
detector readout. The most significant ways are: changing the length of optical
cavities, causing laser beam jitter, modulating the path length of scattered light
which then recombines with the main laser beam, and introducing frequency noise.
However, environmental effects are often non-linear and cannot be removed offline
in data processing.
2.1. Seismic Influences
LIGO seismic isolation systems very efficiently reduce noise above 10 Hz, but amplify
noise at the resonances of the mass-spring isolation stages. Feedback control systems
keep the Fabry-Perot cavities locked on resonance, and low frequency seismic motion
is the main contributor to the length and angular control signals. Moreover, large
relative motion between mirrors in-vacuum suspended and out of vacuum sensing
photodiodes can generate large control signals, which can cause upconversion [10].
The calibrated detector noise shows a steeply descending curve at low
frequencies, called the ”seismic wall”, due to the residual seismic noise attenuation
by suspensions and seismic isolation, following roughly a slope of f−10 due to the five
layers of isolation of the main optics [11].
Transient sources of seismic motion include earthquakes, winds, ground and air
traffic. The two detectors in Livingston, LA and Hanford, WA have different seismic
backgrounds due to the very different geological structure of their locations [12].
Distant earthquakes produce ground motion with frequencies of 0.03 to 0.1 Hz,
and even higher the closer the epicenter is to the detector. The interferometer seismic
isolation is largely ineffective at these low frequencies, and many times the detector
cannot remain locked. In Fig.3 the ”earthquake” curve shows the amplitude spectral
density of a local seismometer signal during a 5.9 magnitude earthquake near Peru,
with a peak around 0.05 Hz. Winds higher than 10-20 miles/hour will cause the
buildings to sway enough to affect the detector output, even to the point where the
detectors cannot remain locked. The effect of wind shows up mostly in the 0.5-15 Hz
frequency range, but also as building tilt at lower frequencies.
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Figure 3. The LIGO Livingston Observatory seismic background in different representative
conditions, as seen by the horizontal axis of a seismometer located in the corner building.
The ”microseism” trace shows an instance where the oceanic microseism peak around 0.15
Hz was larger than average. The ”noisy day” trace shows the effect of strong, nearby seismic
disturbances due to human activity, in this particular case timber logging a few miles away
from the detector. The ”earthquake” trace shows an increased amplitude of seismic motion
at very low frequency typical when large, far-away earthquakes occur. The ”quiet” spectrum
shows an instance of some of the quietest seismic environment we can expect.

Vehicular traffic at highway speeds produce ground motion in the 2-15 Hz band
(depending on axel spacing and speed) and distant human activities produce motion
in the 1-3Hz range. Because the sources are anthropogenic, there is a large difference
between day and night in these bands at both sites, despite their location away from
cities. Other sources can show up in this frequency range as well, for example dam
operations, forest logging or large scale construction.
Another source of seismic noise for the interferometers is storms in the oceans
resulting in low frequency peaks generally highest at twice the wave propagation
frequency, which called ”microseism peaks” [13]. These are seen in the range of 0.07
to 0.7 Hz and couple directly to detector motion. All traces in Fig.3 show this peak
around 0.15 Hz, but the one labelled ”microseism” showcases a particularly high
motion instance caused by storms in the Gulf of Mexico and detected in seismometers
at LLO. This effect is always present, but may vary by up to two orders of magnitude
on the time scale of a few days. Predictably, at LHO the Pacific storms have a
larger influence. As with earthquakes, at these low frequencies there is little seismic
attenuation, hence the motion couples directly to the detector’s control systems. The
seismometer signals were used to create a feedforward servo to reduce the coupling
of seismic noise in this frequency band to the GW signal, with best results obtained
mid-S6 when the coupling was reduced by a factor of 5 at the microseism with an
overall RMS reduction factor of 2 on the DARM signal [10].
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Because the detectors have 4 km long arms and operate nearly continuously
during science runs, earth tides caused by the gravitational pull of the Moon and Sun
cause significant changes in the distance between the optics which would exceed the
actuator range on the mirrors on a time scale of a few hours. To correct for this, the
detectors have a tidal feedforward system which adjusts the position of the chambers
or the laser frequency; it is based on tidal predictions calculated from the position of
the Sun and Moon with respect to the detectors.
The previously described sources cannot be removed, so we reduce their
coupling into the detector, e.g. by seismic feed-forward. A notable exception was
the repaving of the main highway near the LHO site, which reduced truck traffic
coupling into the detector by about a factor of two. Further, we characterize them
well enough to be able to veto transients seen in the GW channel as non-astrophysical
signals in our analyses [14].
There are also sources of vibration local to each observatory building such as
motors, the air conditioning system, chillers and pumps, which cause seismic motion
and disturb the detector’s output. Many such sources have been localized and
mitigated either by seismically isolating them on springs or changing their operation.
2.2. Acoustic Influences
Acoustic influences refer to sound waves propagating through air and vibrating
components of the detector. Some known sources are electronics fans (above 50
Hz), chillers (below 60 Hz), building air control (below 100 Hz), thermally induced
building creeks and thumps (broad band), nearby vehicles (50 - 150 Hz), and wind
(broad band) [9]. Propeller driven aircraft produce acoustic vibration in the range
of 50-100 Hz if they fly close to the detector. A software monitor using data from
microphones is used to veto such events seen in the GW channel [15]. Fig. 4 shows
ambient normal spectra of the microphones in the corner station at each site.
The in-vacuum systems of the interferometer including the photodiodes which
read the GW signal are isolated to various degrees from direct acoustic wave
propagation. However, several auxiliary systems are not in vacuum (see optical
tables in Fig. 2) and have been found to be the major sources of coupling acoustic
noise into the readout of the detector. For this reason, all out of vacuum optical
tables have been acoustically insulated with enclosures in order to minimize the
propagation of acoustic noise.
Furthermore, acoustic noise can vibrate the outer suspension points of the invacuum system which then couples to high-frequency resonances of the seismic
isolation. This effect has to be taken into account for auxiliary in-vacuum optics,
especially those pertaining to the readout port.
Acoustic noise has been found to couple primarily through beam jitter, beam
clipping or scattering, all of which transform acoustically driven motion of the optical
mounts into modulations on the primary and auxiliary photodiode signals. We
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Figure 4. Representative microphone spectra in the corner station at both sites, showing
the acoustic background for the detector. At low frequency LHO has lower ambient acoustic
noise due to extra insulation on the air conditioning system (to lower acoustic correlations
between the previously present two colocated Hanford detectors). At high frequency LHO has
a higher ambient acoustic noise due to the electronics racks which are in the same room as the
detector, while at LLO the electronics racks are in a separate location. For Advanced LIGO the
electronics will also be removed from the detector space at LHO.

have taken careful measures to reduce scatter, such as using beam dumps for stray
beams, removing windows from all photodiodes, setting lenses at an angle and using
damping material on optical mounts.
2.3. Magnetic Influences
Magnetic noise sources relevant for LIGO are all of electric origin, such as building
heaters, large motors, lights or relatively near-by high-voltage power lines up to 4km
away from the site. These peaks are not stationary in frequency or amplitude, so
they create noise in a wider frequency range than just a narrow peak at the respective
frequency. Furthermore, since the 60 Hz harmonics from AC power lines are large in
the GW signal as well as some of the control signals, other narrow-frequency peaks
in the region of 0.1 to 10 Hz which are not in the LIGO frequency band of interest
can modulate the GW signal producing sidebands around large peaks like the 60 Hz
harmonics. Fig. 5 shows the ambient spectra of the magnetic background for the
LIGO detectors in S6 in the corner station.
The major coupling mechanisms for magnetic and electromagnetic noise involve
electronic modules, cables and the magnets located on the interferometer optics (used
as actuators for mirror position control). Each optic has four magnets glued on
its back and one on the side surface, which are then actuated by coils mounted on
the frame surrounding the optic. The magnets alternate in polarity so that uniform
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Figure 5. Representative magnetometer spectra in the corner station at both sites, showing
the magnetic background for the detectors. The Livingston detector has a higher magnetic
background, likely due to power lines present much closer to the site than at the Hanford
detector site. Except for the 60 Hz harmonics, both background levels are low enough that
they are not a significant limit to LIGO sensitivity, as described in Section 3. The broadening
of the 60 Hz peak in the LLO spectrum is due to glitches in the 60 Hz amplitude, whose source
we have not yet located.

magnetic field gradients do not directly have a displacement effect on the optic
(up to the level the four magnet strengths were matched). However, any magnetic
field gradient comparable to the magnetic field produced by the actuation coil can
introduce noise in the length measurement directly related to the detector output.
The Crab pulsar [16] would produce continuous GWs near 59.6 Hz (double its
rotation frequency), which happens to be very close to the US electric power system
frequency at 60 Hz. The possibility of detection or of a significant bound on the
amplitude of its GW emission hinges on being able to take sensitive data for long
periods of time, to resolve the coherent signal expected from a pulsar. Transients in
current flow (such as motors turning on and off) reduce the sensitivity of the detector
to the Crab pulsar by broadening the 60 Hz peak. For example, an unknown source
of 60 Hz transients at LLO made the Crab pulsar search less sensitive than the LHO
search by a significant factor of a few [9].
2.4. Radio Frequency Influences
LIGO uses a modulation-demodulation scheme, known as heterodyning, to generate
error signals for controlling the length and angular degrees of freedom of the
interferometer. In S5 it was found that radio frequency (RF) noise from the
environment could couple to the modulation frequencies in the interferometer and
produce noise in the output signal in the frequency band of interest for GWs. A major
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change in the upgrade from the fifth science run to the sixth science run was changing
the readout from heterodyne detection to a DC homodyne scheme [17] [18]. The DC
readout scheme for the main differential arm length signal used in S6 should have
reduced this coupling, but it is important to continue to monitor this coupling since
RF modulation is still used in the auxiliary length and alignment control system.
3. Injection Methods
To quantify the effect that environmental influences have on LIGO sensitivity it is
necessary to measure both the noise and its coupling to the detector output. Here
we describe a method of environmental injections which quantifies the coupling by
injecting an environmental signal with known amplitude and spectral content and
measuring its effect on the detector.
For seismic injections we use a weighted cart and shakers, for acoustic injections
we use a large 500W speaker, for magnetic injections we use a 1m diameter, 100-turn
copper coil and for RF injections we use an RF source far outside the buildings, set to
100 Hz near the main modulation frequency of our controls. We use a different power
source than the one used for the detector electronics such that the current draws of
our equipment do not couple through. For all measurements except the RF ones we
place the noise source in the same room as the detector, trying to get large but equal
distances both to the assumed coupling sites and the witness sensor. This presents
some technical difficulty, since the coupling sites may not be known in advance.
We perform injections in various locations with respect to the detector in order to
locate the largest coupling point and understand the measurement errors. This is not
always possible and comparisons of coupling factors calculated for different injection
positions suggest that the error in coupling factors can be as high as a factor of two.
The coupling function is the ratio of the calibrated environmental signal
amplitude to the resulting differential arm length displacement. We choose an
amplitude large enough that an effect can be produced and measured in the detector
output. Because the LIGO detectors are well isolated, the limit to injection amplitudes
is most often set by saturation in the sensor readout rather than excessive excitation
in the GW readout. The injected environmental signal is typically a harmonic
comb produced by a ramped sawtooth waveform. At each frequency multiple we
divide the signal amplitude in GW readout by the amplitude in the sensor signal, in
calibrated units, giving us a coupling function.
To estimate the level at which the ambient environmental noise couples into
the detector, we multiply the measured coupling function by the normal ambient
spectrum of the sensor. If this estimated background is an order of magnitude or
more beneath the GW readout spectrum, we can say that for conditions close to
those measured, this effect is not a significant or limiting noise source. We also track
the coupling of these influences over long periods of time to look for variations and
identify unwanted changes.
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A different method which has proven useful in the past is that of burst injections,
which we briefly describe here. We apply a transient vibration to various locations
around the detector, e.g. tapping an optical table, and look for large coupling sites.
This method is hard to quantify due to variation in injection strength at the test
location and closest relevant sensor, but in terms of relative effects on the GW signal
we can narrow down and investigate suspected coupling sites.
Mitigation of either the source or the coupling is not always possible. Hence it is
important to characterize and track the effect in question so as to introduce effective
vetoes in the data for non-astrophysical events and quantitatively understand the
limiting factors to the detector sensitivity [8].
3.1. Seismic Studies
Due to the strong attenuation provided by the LIGO seismic isolation, seismic
noise limits LIGO’s sensitivity at relatively low frequencies (under 50 Hz), below
the band of best sensitivity around 100-200 Hz. However, nonlinear upconversion
processes have the unwanted effect of converting low frequency seismic motion into
noise in the frequency band of interest. Efforts to understand the mechanisms of
upconversion have implicated Barkhausen noise in the magnets glued to the test
masses themselves, or in the magnetic parts associated with the actuation on the
mirrors [8] [19] .
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Figure 6. LHO GW readout displacement showing upconversion of a 1.2 Hz seismic injection.
Both panels show the same data of the displacement in the GW channel, but in different
frequency bands. The left panel shows the linear effect of the injected signal in the detector
output, while the right panel shows that this injection produces noise at higher frequencies
(known as ”upconversion”).

Seismic injection studies were performed differently at the two sites because
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the higher ambient ground motion at LLO required the implementation of a
supplemental active seismic isolation system. At the Hanford site we use a weighted
cart moved back and forth at a frequency of 1.2 Hz. We are able to see an effect
in the detector output both at the injected frequency and at higher frequencies,
demonstrating upconversion.
The 1.2 Hz frequency was chosen because it is at a resonance of one of the passive
seismic isolation stacks, and hence even with a relatively small injection we can excite
enough motion in the interferometer to see upconversion. Fig. 6 shows the result of
a 1.2 Hz injection an order of magnitude larger in the detector output than the usual
level at 1.2 Hz. At LLO a signal injected with the same amplitude cannot be seen due
to the extra seismic attenuation.
3.2. Acoustic Studies
To study the effect of acoustic noise coupling into the detector output we use a
500W speaker to produce an injection, and one or more microphones to measure the
amplitude of the acoustic noise it produces. We ensure that the sensor is stationary
and that the sound level at the studied coupling points and the sensors is about
√ the
same. In these studies, the approximate amplitude of the injection is 75mPa/ Hz.
In the top panel of Fig.7 and Fig.8 we show the measured coupling of acoustic
noise to the detector output by taking the ratio of the signal seen in the detector
output to the signal seen in the microphone. Then we multiply this coupling
function by the normal ambient spectrum of the microphones to obtain a predicted
contribution of ambient acoustic noise to the detector output. In the corner station
the coupling is expected to be higher due to more of the detector subsystems and
auxiliary control signals being present (see Fig. 2).
In the bottom panel of Fig.7 we show the predicted ambient acoustic noise
contribution at LLO and LHO respectively in S6 (measured in June 2010). At low
frequencies the acoustic noise has a 20-30% contribution to the noise in the detector
output , while above 200 Hz it is more than 1 to 2 orders of magnitude lower than the
strain noise and hence does not contribute significantly to the limit of the detector
sensitivity. The amplitude variability is mostly due to the creation of nodes and
antinodes of the sound waves in different locations around the detector room; we
inject from different directions and placements to find the location from where the
injection is the same in amplitude at the sensor and at the suspected coupling sites,
but some mismatch remains.
3.3. Magnetic Studies
To study magnetic noise coupling into the detector output we use a 1 meter diameter
coil to create a magnetic field injection. We position the injection coil relatively far
away (10-20 meters in the same room) such that the field produced would be the
same at the studied coupling site (usually the magnet actuators on the optics) and
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Figure 7. Acoustic injection results at LLO for each detector building. The top panel shows
the measured acoustic coupling function obtained from injecting acoustic noise in each builing.
The calculated points then get multiplied by the ambient background level sensed by the
microphones in each building to obtain the background estimate shown in the bottom panel.The
coupling is only estimated at the injection frequencies marked in the plot.

the magnetometer.
In these studies, the approximate injection amplitude used is
√
130nT/ Hz.
We use a calibrated magnetometer to read the size of the injections and compare
to the signal amplitude in the detector output. This results in a magnetic coupling
function, as the one shown for LLO in S6 in the top panel of Fig.9 and for LHO in
Fig. 10 . We expect the coupling to depend on frequency as f−3 , with two factors of
1/f 2 from the pendulum response and one factor of 1/f from eddy current damping
of the steel vacuum chamber.
The bottom panel of Fig.9 shows the predicted contribution of magnetic and
electromagnetic ambient noise to the detector output. We conclude that, excluding
the 60 Hz and its harmonics, ambient low-frequency electromagnetic noise did not
significantly affect LIGO sensitivity in S6.
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Figure 8. Acoustic injection results at LHO for each detector building, equivalent to Fig. 7.

3.4. Radio Frequency Studies
To study radio frequency electromagnetic noise coupling into the detector output we
place an amplified RF signal generator outside the corner building, far enough away
(approximately 250m) to produce the same amplitude RF injection on the length scale
of the detector corner components (where the RF control signals are read). We tune
the injection close to 24.5 MHz, the main modulation frequency for the interferometer
controls. We then measure the resulting injection strength with a radio antenna near
the detector and compare to the signal we see in the detector readout.
During the fifth science run, when RF readout was used, the RF ambient
contribution was determined to be two orders of magnitude or more below the
detector background. This was expected to become even lower with the use of DC
readout, and was found to be 3 orders of magnitude below the detector output.
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Figure 9. Magnetic injection results at LLO for each detector building. The top panel shows
the measured magnetic coupling function obtained from injecting magnetic noise in each
building. The calculated points then get multiplied by the ambient background level sensed by
the magnetometers in each building to obtain the background estimate shown in the bottom
panel.The coupling is only estimated at the injection frequencies marked in the plot.

4. Conclusions and Future Studies
LIGO was designed to be isolated from environmental noise sources in its
gravitational wave measurement band of 50 Hz to 7 kHz. Through injection studies
we show that ambient stationary acoustic and magnetic sources do not contribute
significantly to the noise limiting the S6 LIGO sensitivity. We have also shown the
presence of seismic upconversion noise although the mechanism has not been fully
understood. We prove that our PEM sensors are more sensitive to the environment
than the detector output, making them essential in ruling out environmental causes
for candidate GW signals. Furthermore, the PEM system has proven useful in
investigating and eliminating undesired large couplings of acoustic, seismic and
magnetic noise in various frequency bands.
The environment at the detector sites will remain the same for Advanced LIGO,
but the vastly different design of Advanced LIGO will undoubtedly have very
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Figure 10. Magnetic injection results at LHO for each detector building, equivalent to Fig.
9.

different coupling mechanisms and levels for the same environmental noise sources.
The same level of environmental coupling as measured in S6 would however be
a limiting noise source for Advanced LIGO and this has been carefully taken into
account in the design of the seismic, suspension, optic actuation and other auxiliary
systems. Advanced LIGO is not expected to be limited by environmental noise above
20 Hz.
With the experience gained from initial LIGO we will perform similar
investigations for the Advanced LIGO detector, measuring the environmental
coupling levels, searching for the causes of unwanted features or noise limits we
discover in the new detector output, and mitigate any sources or mechanisms we
find in the process.
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